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After the lecture, we would look at specific country cases and apply the concepts we learned. Loved the
interactiveness!

The class activities

Interesting but succinct content. It was nice being able to study a country over the semester, I learned a lot about my
country.

Country project presentations!

Readings were of decent length, and I loved how each topic started with a chapter from the textbook and then went
to recent news articles so we could actually see how each topic could be applied to a current event happening around
the world. Super helpful for establishing context and really driving home the point.

Very strong lectures and assignments that really facilitated the learning.

I really enjoyed the readings and group projects. It helped me learn a lot.

Class discussions on particular topics were really interesting to hear, and the case studies that we did I thought were
valuable.

Question: Course best aspect

Yes I think the amount of effort expected was totally appropriate!

I thought so, but I did not make as good of a grade as I thought I should have.

All readings outside of class were reasonable and doable. I've had past INTA classes where there were way too many
readings to complete.

yes- the amount of information we needed to know for the exam was a little overwhelming but manageable

Easy enough to attend all the classes. Having a 9:05am class sorta sucks, but sometimes it can't be avoided. I'm not
really complaining.

Yes, I appreciated relevant and usually manageable course readings/hw.

Everything about this course was pretty reasonable.

Question: Comments about student effort

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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Didn’t attend enough to have useful criticism. The classes I did attend were engaging and informative. The structure
of lecture and group work promoted solid understanding.

Question: Other comments about quality of course

Sorry, I really liked it and have no notes

I think the group project was a little frustrating; I'm really busy and it was a pain to coordinate with group members
who weren't trying very hard and didn't care very much about getting a good grade.

I personally don't like participation grades and don't think they are reflective of student comprehension of course
material or true student engagement

Smaller class sizes

Because the grading is fairly strict, I think it would be helpful for there to be more consistent checkpoints (like
reading quizzes) throughout the semester so that people are aware of how well they are doing

Have tests be more representative of material learned in class

I think it would be beneficial to have the dates of the papers and midterms a little more spread out, especially paper
#1 and midterm #1.

The only thing I can think of is a later class time!

The spacing out of the papers and exams-- the class didn't have any assignments due and then all of a sudden we had
a midterm and two papers due during the span of a month. I wished we had the midterm earlier or two midterms

Sometimes in class activities could be a bit vague about what we were supposed to get out of it, since it was so open
to interpretation.

I don't like group projects, but who does? With that said, I think group projects will always be a facet of life, so no
real complaints there either.

Honestly, more smaller assignments. Gauge whether or not students are on the right track at small intervals so any
glaring errors are caught before major papers.

I really have no suggestions for improvement. I enjoyed the class.

Sometimes the small-group class discussions were difficult to do. This is a morning class, and a bunch of people
aren't awake enough sometimes to show how well they know the course material.

Question: Course improvements

You did the reading before hand, there was a review of that material , then you immediately jumped into real world
examples and the like. So I loved the class structure.

I really enjoyed the content the course covered. I found it extremely interesting and exciting, especially because we
can look at current events within the classroom.

Dr. Greenstein is a very engaging and thoughtful teacher. I really enjoyed the lecture/discussion combo of the class.
I think this is in the top two INTA classes I've taken so far at Tech

Professor interest and enthusiasm for this course were through the roof which helped me take in interest in the
material as well.

The conversational aspects that helped me learn

Really good at engaging the class in the material

In class activities were fun and the professor is extremely kind

The final course presentations really wrapped up everything very well. However, I did not feel like the midterm was
an accurate reflection of my knowledge in the course. The midterm being weighted so heavily really did pull grades
down if you were not prepared for a very specific style of questions. I wish there was a quiz before the midterm and
after where we had an opportunity to see what kinds of questions would be asked.

The constant use of online tools (Freedom House, Constitute Project, etc.) to aid learning

I enjoyed how we would take breaks during class to have small group discussions. However, I was not a fan of when
we would be assigned to do independent research for 10mins or so just because I think people often got sidetracked.

I liked the country assignments and how we got to choose to focus on what we found interesting.
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I just really liked the whole thingGreenstein

Dr. Greenstein was extremely proficient in the subject material and was excited to share her knowledge. I always felt
like I could ask her a question and she would give me a correct answer or an informed matter of opinion. She was
super helpful outside of the classroom as she was willing to help with assignments as much as long as you would be
willing to put in the time to meet with her. She rewards students for consistent attendance which is nice when
attendance is a required aspect for the class.

Greenstein

super nice and always available to help, she clearly communicated what we needed to do to succeed in her class.
also very engaging and loved all the class discussion

Greenstein

Enthusiasm about the subject as i said in one of these boxes earlier was to me the greatest strengthGreenstein

PassionGreenstein

Her enthusiasm towards the material, as well as being approachable and helpfulGreenstein

Making comparative politics seem really really fun.Greenstein

Very receptive to student feedback and genuine enthusiasm for the subjectGreenstein

Dr. Greenstein was so helpful when it came to making herself available to students for assistance. Her feedback
really helped me on my essays. Her patience is much appreciated and it made me feel comfortable to ask questions.

Greenstein

Dr. Greenstein gave excellent feedback and really made sure that we were all set up for success.Greenstein

She doesn't just lecture, but she also constantly asks questions to get feedback from the class. It was a very 2-way
interaction we had in this class!

Greenstein

The professor did an amazing job responding to her students. Office hours were very helpful and it was obvious she
wanted you to succeed.

Greenstein

Leading engaging class discussion and promoting constructive discourse.Greenstein

Explained concepts very well and able to answer any questions in an interesting and enthusiastic manner.Greenstein

Availability for consultation -- she'd dro p everything if it helped a student score even a point higher on an
assignment or understand something even just a little bit better.

Greenstein

Very easy to work with and communicate with, also made lectures fun and enjoyable.Greenstein

Professor Greenstein really seemed knowledgable about the subject matter. She deeply sparked my interest in
comparative politics.

Greenstein

The instructor was very helpful and understanding, and it was clear when we had class discussions that she was
passionate about the subjects.

Greenstein

Question: Instructor greatest strength

This isn't on the teacher, but I shouldn't be this hard to get into the building if you aren't an INTA major. This is the
only building I encountered that is like this on campus, and I don't really get why.

Dr. Greenstein did a great job, she's a wonderful teacher

don't schedule a 9am in the farthest building from campus--it takes most people over 30 minutes to get here.

I thought this was a very effective course and learned a lot!

Nothing but nice things to say. It's a required course, but definitely one of the more enjoyable ones.

Loved it!

Question: AdminComments

I loved the class! I think I learned a lot

Love this class!

Question: Other overall comments

I would have appreciated lecture classes that were more structured and focused on what we need to know, and less
about discussion. Also, the writing on the white board is too messy to understand/follow along with sometimes

The class was enjoyable as a whole, and I liked going through theory then examples, I just felt the grading structure
was a little harsh.
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It was overall a great course to take. You were an amazing teacher who really wanted us all to be excited about the
world we live in!

Greenstein

Honestly she's an amazing teacher -- one of the best I've had at this school. I have nothing but nice things to say.Greenstein

I've really gotten a lot from this class that will put me at a good position for the next semester.Greenstein

Question: Instructor other comments

no group projects pleaseGreenstein

N/AGreenstein

Class structureGreenstein

Making it more clear what it takes to get an A in this course, as well as on each of the assignments. There was too
much ambiguity in general regarding what was required of us

Greenstein

More clarity about the midterm assignmentsGreenstein

Not necessarily an improvement: I was regularly late to class as result of the distance between my class before this
one, so I wish/hope that this doesn't affect my attendance grade

Greenstein

The spacing out of exams and papersGreenstein

Very knowledgable about Europe -- maybe try and use some examples from the rest of the world in everyday class
settings? The readings address the rest of the world too, so once again, not really complaining.

Greenstein

Teach the class at a better time!Greenstein

The participation requirements sometimes were a bit taxingGreenstein

Question: Instructor improvements
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